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nsurance also presents data with
Web Interface.™ Lester says, “In fact,
nterface, which lets users run views,
ts, and scripts from a browser, is a major part
of how we’re using SEQUEL. We have a document
imaging system for the cold storage of documents.
These are images of signed documents, written
notiﬁcations, photographs, and so on, related to
individual insurance policies. We have an index ﬁle
on the System i that is keyed by policy number and
contains a record for each document associated
with a policy.

Yet another SEQUEL application is for e-mail. Says
Lester, “We use SEQUEL to automatically e-mail
a claim notiﬁcation to the appropriate insurance
agent. We’ve embedded a SEQUEL command into
our CL program, and we just pass the agent’s name,
e-mail address, and claim information to SEQUEL.
It then retrieves the appropriate data and e-mails
the notiﬁcation. SEQUEL has been a very useful
tool for our applications.”
Deb Dougherty, Senior Claims Programmer/Analyst,
describes another use of SEQUEL and the SEQUEL
Web Interface. “We contract with a vendor who
takes initial claim calls for us. It’s important that,
when they receive a claim call, they can pull up
information on that policy. This particular vendor
had never worked with System i data before. We

“SEQUEL has certainly saved our users
a signiﬁcant amount of time.”
“To use t

Chris Warburton is a Senior Programmer/Analyst
at National Farmers Insurance and agrees that
SEQUEL has been instrumental in the creation of
user applications. He explains, “Without SEQUEL
and the Web interface, I’m not sure how we would
have built this document retrieval application.
SEQUEL has certainly saved our users a signiﬁcant
amount of time. We also have another application
for the general public. From a map on our Web site,
clients can click on a city and see the insurance

munity that it is more than just anot
reporting product. The views, reports, and scripting
functions of SEQUEL come together with ViewPoint
or the SEQUEL Web Interface to format and deliver
System i data. As the National Farmers community
continues to grow and serve more clients, it knows
it can count on SEQUEL to get information to those
who need it—quickly and efﬁciently.
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